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Dear Ms. Lamb,

Our Cambodian Co-Lawyer and Case Manager have been reviewing the audio recordings of the 

two OCIJ interviews of witness TCW-564 (D91/10R and D107/3R).  Both interviews were 

conducted in Khmer.  Our Cambodian Co-Lawyer and Case Manager have both noticed several 

irregularities in the second interview D107/3R.  They agree that while D91/10R sounds like a 

normal witness interview, this is not the case with the second interview D107/3R.

D107/3R strongly sounds as though both the interviewer and TCW-564 were reading prepared 

speeches, rather than asking questions and providing answers.  Several points lead to this 

conclusion:

1. The speed of the voices sounds more like someone reading than someone speaking 

normally;

2. The way the witness spoke in D107/3R is completely different from his speaking in 

D91/10R (for example, in D91/10R, there is question and answer and clarification back 

and forth, but not in D107/3R); and

3. The words used by the witness in D107/3R are consistent with written language, rather 

than spoke language.

There are certain other irregularities with the second interview (D107/3R) as well:

1. Approximately 90% of the questions were read by the interpreter, even though both 

national and international OCIJ investigators were present;

2. The OCIJ prepared witness summary D107/3 is exactly verbatim from the interview 

D107/3R rather than a summary of the interview, as is normally the case; and

3. The interview D107/3R was only recorded for 13 minutes, but the witness summary 

D107/3 stated that the interview lasted 2 hours, from 9am to 11am.

We understand that the normal procedure during OCIJ investigations would be for an 

investigator to audio/video record an interview with a witness.  From this interview, a summary 

of important points would then be made, which would constitute the written record of 

proceedings.  This written record of proceedings would then be read back by the interviewer and 



the witness and this reading would be audio/video recorded.  We believe that this is what 

occurred with D107/3R (that this recording is of the reading back of the summary, rather than of 

the original interview).  Therefore, it seems that there is a missing audio/video record of the 

original interview of witness TCW-564 by OCIJ Investigators Svay Samnang and Mike Dixon.

In addition to looking into the other missing audio/video recordings we have written to you about 

in the past, would it be possible for the Trial Chamber to request this missing audio/video 

recording from the OCIJ?

Sincerely,

Tanya Pettay

Legal Consultant

Ieng Sary Defence Team
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